Expressive Essentials

®

The way we work has changed dramatically over the last few years. Today’s business
challenges and emerging work strategies are providing new opportunities in the workplace.
We recognize the types of work and tasks people actually do by offering these innovative
products designed with maximum flexibility, for both individual work and collaborating
with others.
As the workplace remains a gathering place, a collaboration center, and still the home
base, NEXSENTIALS can help deliver a higher performing workplace within a constantly
shifting business landscape. Rethink your space, think NEXSENTIALS by Peter Pepper.
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PETER PEPPER PRODUCTS

Axcess

Axcess Mobile Desk fulfills the needs of the nomadic
user in any environment that is open and collaborative,
bridging the gap between the cubicle and pedestal table.
The work surface rotates around the pedestal to create
your own configuration, while accessing storage, power,
USB and a modicum level of privacy. Work surface in
3D laminate, pedestal in powder coated steel.
Design: Joe Ricchio and Eric MacDonald

Shown with the Grab Stool which
can be stored inside the pedestal.
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PETER PEPPER PRODUCTS

Axcess Mobile Desk with work surface in parked position.
Sliding doors on each side allow easy access, locking option
available. Cabinet storage area also holds the optional Grab stool.

See PeterPepper.com for Complete Specifications and Finishes

Convenient storage area for the 10’ electric module power cord when not in use.
AX35
38 1/2w x 15 1/2d (Top) 32w x 29 1/2h x 13 1/2d (Pedestal)

PETER PEPPER PRODUCTS
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PopCarts are designed to support mobile work strategies,
collaboration and personal tools, anywhere, anyplace in
the emerging workspace. The top work surface is hinged
with a soft down stay, for access to storage. Large opening
allows easy access to the interior for messenger bags,
purses and backpacks. Exterior pocket provides additional
storage. Steel with perforated pattern finished in powder
coated color.

PopCarts

Design: Eric Pfeiffer

PCL 26 3/8w x 39h x 15 3/4d

PCM 20 3/8w x 25h x 15 3/4d

See PeterPepper.com for Complete Specifications and Finishes

PCS 22 3/8w x 18 1/4h x 14 3/4d
with optional seat pad
PETER PEPPER PRODUCTS
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Designed To Work Together
Created by several designers, each possessing their own vision. Our NEXSENTIALS transforms
space into places where people gather, collaborate, share and learn.

o4i - Henrik Kjellberg & Jon Lindström - iBooth, StackR Stool
iBooth® is designed for collaborative and common areas, offering both privacy and acoustic sound dampening, while maintaining visibility to the surrounding space. For the user, we wanted it to be both welcoming,
and offering a pleasant tactile experience.
The StackR stool is designed to be a great companion to iBooth, but also to work as an independent and
elegant seat for any interior setting. It combines a slender and minimalistic appearance with great comfort
and function.

Eric Pfeiffer - GoTo Worktables, MeetUp, HangOver, PopCarts, Tilt
My design approach is focused on utility, beauty and creating simple gestures that address the design challenges
with products inspired by nature and built for longevity. It is this pure design ethos, coupled with a casual
sensibility that results in timeless objects rooted in a deep understanding of usability and manufacturing.

Joe Ricchio & Eric MacDonald - Axcess Desk, ReSort, Cardiff, Mesa, Oceano, Clocks
Collaborating together, we strive toward creating problem solving design solutions that are also esthetically
appealing to the interior designer, the specifier and ultimately the user. Our goal is always to design comfortable, functional and ageless pieces that are simultaneously inviting, simple and elegant. Contemporary yet
timeless, our products are suitable in an array of environments.

Andrea Ruggiero - Zuma, PickUp, Kona, REMix
Trained as an industrial designer, I approach design as a generalist, working across all scales and bridging
various disciplines.
Zuma and Pickup are designed to complement today’s activity-based working scenarios. The Pickup tables
can be used individually or grouped for collaborative meeting and working atmospheres, while Zuma screens
can be placed to partition space for added privacy, and easily moved and reconfigured.
Remix creates a discrete dual-stream receptacle for conference/meeting rooms, narrow corridors and hightraffic areas, where space is at a premium. By elongating the form of the receptacle, we were able to reduce
the footprint while maintaining its capacity.
The Kona Receptacle and matching Planters introduce a distinctive new language to the landscape of site
furnishings; suggestive of natural forms such as volcanos, that create an elegant look suited for any public space.

Chris Panichella - Mode, ReForm, Arrow
In lieu of an overarching design philosophy, I prefer to focus on authentic collaborations between the manufacturer, the intent of the project, and the end users of our products. The goal is to tailor market solutions that
perfectly blend my design sensibilities with Peter Pepper’s rich heritage and their expertise in metal, wood,
and plastic fabrication. With this honest approach we create honest solutions.

Peter Stathis - Stream
When designing products for today’s contemporary environments, my desire is to balance aesthetics, efficiencies
and heightened performance characteristics in order to provide objects with inherent beauty, simplicity and
self-evident service in-mind.

Peter Tu - Polygon

T: 800 496 0204
T: 310 639 0390
F: 310 639 6013

www.peterpepper.com
info@peterpepper.com
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The concept behind Polygon is to create a piece of furniture that not only serves as a functional seat but also
as a visually striking sculpture. Polygon’s angular surfaces and geometric form draw inspiration from modern
skyscrapers.

